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***

After months and months of US media lies about how “phantastic” Ukraine is doing, it is for
the cynical a fun to watch how the US narrative is breaking down these days. After months
of heavy losses and no gain, the US belief that Ukraine can ever win is vanishing – even CNN
cannot keep tight about it anymore.

“Russians have a number of defensive lines and they [Ukrainian forces] haven’t really
gone through the first line,” said a senior Western diplomat. “Even if  they would keep
on  fighting  for  the  next  several  weeks,  if  they  haven’t  been  able  to  make  more
breakthroughs throughout these last seven, eight weeks, what is the likelihood that
they will suddenly, with more depleted forces, make them? Because the conditions are
so hard.” See this.

US support for Ukraine is crumbling.

55% of voters now saying Congress should not authorize additional funding to support
Ukraine.

71% of Republicans think that Congress should not authorize new funding. See this.

Republicans control the House of Representatives – the part of Congress where members
are on election every second year, that is, all  the time. House Republicans on election
therefore cannot afford to ignore that 71%, close to three-quarters of their voters want them
to block any future aid to Ukraine.

And many Republicans of the Trump wing are already against giving Ukraine more money
and weapons. This is a desperate situation for US Neocons like Biden, Blinken, Sullivan, and
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Nuland who want to continue the Ukraine war at all costs, not only in Ukrainian lives, but
even in US treasury. No more big money for Ukraine will come through Congress.

The last big NATO weapons package to Ukraine will be precisely that, the last big weapons
package. All there is left for Ukraine will be drip-drip – small handouts. Millions, not billions.
The US and NATO have no more left to give.

Germany cannibalized its own small tank army in order to give Leopard 2 tanks to Ukraine.
Those Leopard 2 tanks are all mostly gone already. Wasted for nothing. Germany will not do
that again.

The same for the UK, which cannibalized their minuscule tank army for Challenger tanks as
well.

Poland stripped itself of available tanks to give Ukraine. Poland has no more to give either.
Even small NATO countries like Denmark are left in the desert after sending their best
equipment for destruction in Ukraine.

Denmark sent all  its most “precious” CAESAR artillery to Ukraine – only enough to be
destroyed by Russia in just a few days.

The US set to make special constrution of Abrams tanks to Ukraine (which are not even
delivered yet) – that will also not happen again.

NATO has no more artillery ammunition – the US itself has only got ammunition left for 30
days in case of a conflict.

The US stripped Middle East countries for Patriot missiles and even took Hawk air defense
away from Taiwan in order to send it for destruction in Ukraine. NATO has no more air
defense to send. NATO has nothing to send – at all.

As the CNN articles linked above also show, NATO is also suddenly becoming aware, that
NATO cannot train Ukrainian soldiers to become a modern complicated force in just 8 weeks.
What a surprise. Ukraine itself has lost 350,000+ dead and probably 3-5 times as many
wounded for a total loss of 1-2 million Ukrainian men.

Due to refugees, war losses, and losses of territories, Ukraine itself is reduced to a country
of just 18-20 million people and cannot make any big recruitments of soldiers anymore.
After the break-down of the fake grain-deal which never sent significant amounts of food to
poor countries, Russia has blocked Ukraine’s remaining ports and Ukraine has become a
landlocked country. Ukraine is crushed.

On the frontlines, we these days see the result of this.

Nowhere is Ukraine making progress. On the contrary.

Russia is rolling Ukraine back in the north on the Kupyanks-Lyman line.

As Ukraine bleeds manpower, trying to hold the Kupyansk-Lyman line stretches Ukraine’s
forces thin to the breaking point everywhere else.

In spite of US lies, Russia on its side has plenty of forces in reserve everywhere – even to
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meet a possible NATO invasion of Ukraine from Poland. Ukraine’s efforts around Artemovsk
(Bakhmut) have been stopped too.

Even in the south, Ukraine’s defined main strategic thrust “towards Crimea”.

Russia has started to push Ukraine back at “Bradley square”, the graveyard of burned-out
Bradley and NATO vehicles south of Orekhov. Come Autumn 2023, and Ukraine will  be
pushed back everywhere and Ukraine’s front will be breaking down against superior Russian
forces. This is a tragedy brought upon Ukraine by the Kiev puppet régime, Ukrainian Nazis,
and US neocons like Biden and Nuland.

The ensuing spectacle in the US is a comedy, however.
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